
Stevenson Photo Color Co., Cincinnati 
 
Intervention Key Words: Jogger-Aerator, Automated feeder, Auto pallet lifter, Pallet 
wrapper 
Industry:  Other: Photo, Printing 
Risk Factor(s):  Repetitive motion, Awkward Posture- Back deviations, Manual 
Handling- Lifting/Carrying 
 
 
Situation: 
 
Stevenson Photo Color Co. is a Cincinnati based printer and separator.  Over the past 
years, advancements in PC publishing software have reduced the number of light 
weight small dimension jobs they perform, allowing Stevenson Photo to focus on the 
larger dimension projects.  This has resulted in increased size and weight of paper 
stock that is processed.  One position in the company in which the risk for Cumulative 
Trauma Disorders is unacceptably high is the machine feeder.  This person must lift 
stacks of paper weighing around 50 lbs., “jog” the paper (remove static electricity) and 
feed it into the printing machine.  This is a continuous process reaching rates of 1600 
sheets per hour.  The paper used is brought to the work station on pallets and left on 
the floor, requiring the worker to repetitively bend and twist when feeding the machine.  
Another area of CTD concern is found in the shipping area.  Here, workers must shrink 
wrap the finished pallets of paper using rolls of wrap weighing 34 lbs.  In order to fully 
cover the completed product, they must start at the bottom of the pallet, 5” off the floor, 
and work their way up.  Repetitive bending, twisting and lifting have all been shown to 
cause CTD injuries of the lower back.   
 

Shrink wrapping the pallet of material 
 
Solution: 
 
In order to reduce the CTD risks throughout the facility Stevenson Photo Color Co 
purchased a Jogger/Aerator machine.  This machine automatically jogs the paper, 



preparing it for feeding into the printer.  To assist the worker responsible for feeding the 
printer, Stevenson also purchased a pallet lift.  The lift raises the paper stock up to the 
loading height so there is no bending or lifting required of the employee.  Risks within 
the shipping department were alleviated by the purchase of an automatic shrink 
wrapping machine.  The device enables the worker to load a full pallet and then simply 
press a button to automatically wrap the product.  Total cost of the interventions was 
$69,800.  Safety Grant$ awarded Stevenson Photo Color Co. $40,000 to offset the 
costs.   
     

     
Jogger/Aerator and Shrink wrapper at work 

 
Results: 
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• Decreases in CTD Rate, Restricted Days Rate and Turnover Rate were all greater 

than 95% in the 24 months following the intervention when compared to the 12 
months prior (when standardized per 200,000 hours worked). 

• Lost Days Rate remained at 0 for 2 years following the intervention. 
• Risk Factor Scores, when averaged over 3 tasks, decreased 65% after the 

interventions were put in place. 
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